
A coterie of daring and speculative American cap-
italists has purchased Mount Popocatapctl and will"
build a summer resort on the summit of the giant

.volcano. We will probably have cause some day,
«hcn the sleeping volcano awakes, to thank the spec-
tators for adding a new horror to the grim record
of the world's tragedies. Americans, however, must
have excitement even if it involves a compact with

SECRETARY SHAW has confirmed the report
given out from Washington some time ago

t!:at he has accumulated in the treasury the
.mii:iof $40,000,000 as a surplus of which he can avail

iftimsdf to meet any stringency which may occur in
the money market during the crop moving season.
The fact that he has such an accumulation adds in-
terest to his statement at the Merchants' and Travel-
ers' banquet in Chicago on Wednesday that one of
the most urgent needs of the country is the enact-

ment of legislation which will give to our currency
the element of elasticity a'nd thus put an end to the
.necessity of using public money for the relief of
private banking.

The object of the accumulation is the avoidance of
t;ny such stringency of money as occurred last year,

when the Secretary was forced to go several times to
the relief of the money market for the purpose of
preventing a situation that might have caused a
.panic. He was severely criticized for his action at

the time and it appears that this year he resolved to

try a new means of meeting any emergency that
might arise, and accordingly set about storing up a
.surplus of public money which would be available
.lor deposit in banks whenever he chose.

Under the laws all receipts from customs duties
must be deposited in the treasury arid can be paid
.out only for appropriations made by Congress or for
current expenses of the Government. Receipts from
internal revenue are, however, available for all pur-
poses for which the Secretary of the Treasury draws
"warrants. Last year the Secretary had the internal
revenue receipts deposited in national banks where
"they were available for general circulation. It is
said the effect, while beneficial to the extent that it
kept that much monej* in the channels of trade in-
stead of locking it up in the treasury, was not wholly
Satisfactory; and it is for that reason the Secretary
.has this year stored up the receipts instead of de-
positing them. With the sum now at command the
Secretary can effectually prevent the occurrence of
anything like a stringency at any time.
: A. statement of the situation given out at the time
of the first report of the accumulation of the surplus
-presented the plan in this way: "The available cash
;balance o? the treasury is in round numbers $230,-

.000.000. of which $144,000,000 is deposited in the banks

.•to the credit of the Treasurer, and some $10,000,000
consists of silver bullion and small coin, leaving $76,-
,000.000 which may actually be used. As the average
"working balance supposed to be convenient for the
•treasury is $50,000,000, it will be seen that the
.$40,000,000 'relief fund would probably be used, if at
aH, only for a short time and in a manner to leave
it at the immediate disposal of the Secretary. Still,
with the present overflowing condition of the treas-
ury,; he could undoubtedly carry out any plan that
he might consider requisite for the prevention of
acute disturbance."'

We may therefore assume that the situation for
•this year is saved. It is quite certain, however, that
.the new plan will be subject to as much criticism
as was that adopted last year, nor will the criticism

;be necessarily unfounded. The Secretary has done
..what is perhaps best under the circumstances, but

the circumstances are bad. It is not fitting that the
national treasury should be a part of the banking

• >ystem of the country. Having $40,000,000 available
tor deposit it is certain that the Secretary willbe

"importuned by many banks for a portion at least
•of the fund; and while there will be no cause for
"scandal on this any more than on former occasions
of making deposits of public money in various banks,
still the system is bad. Secretary Shaw himself rec-
ognizes the evil and has repeatedly declared him-
'

self in favor of a reform.
Reports from the East are somewhat discouraging

for the advocates of the desired legislation, for it is
;said there is a strong opposition on the part of many
Congressmen to undertake any kind of currency legis-
lation this winter. Perhaps the situation as revealed
•by the Secretary of the Treasury may change their
minds. At any rate it willconfirm business men in
thrir conviction that an clastic currency is badly
needed and should be provided at once.

THE CURRENCY QUESTION

A Chinese reform editor, doomed to deat\ wrote
recently. his own,valedictory in alleged verse. This
is one of the cases where our sympathetic humanity
must rise superior to a great repugnance of our sense
of the fitness of things. While we strive to forget
his poetry let us think sorrowfully of the poor fellow
in his hour of deat'"

They seem born to the strenuous life in Ar-
kansas. Their words breathe it and their actions
fulfillit. The Governor and a Supreme Justice of
the State spoke from the same platform the other
day. They disagreed and the Justice promptly
knocked the Governor off the speaker's stand.
There is nothing like a sound argument soundly
applied.

MR.BRYANis a peculiar person. His preten-
•ions excite merriment, but they are asserted
oy him with such a solemn air that they also

inspire awe. During the campaign of 1896 he was
known to have said that he was divinely chosen to
lead the people and to deliver them from the jaws
or paws of the enemy.

'
J

No other party leader ever assumed such authority
as he exercises as a matter of course and of right.
He passes on the qualifications of all applicants men-
tioned for the Presidential nomination and so far
nearly all have been added to the increasing proces-
sion of goats, while the sheep that receive his chrism
are so few that they must be lonesome.

Since the Ohio convention he has been busy. Iowa
deserted him, but the Buckeye turned toward him so
ienially as to make him forget the stern repudia-

BRYAN REX

In the preliminary preparations which have been
made for the sessions of the arbitration congress
which has been called for the adjustment of Venezu-
elan difficulties the press has been excluded. The ar-
bitrators are evidently willingto tread, on that dan-
gerous ground which covers thinly a quagmire of
misinformation and misrepresentation. An honest
press should be excluded from an observation of no
honest proceeding that affects public or national in-
terests.

A gang of thieves, deliberately and formidably or-
ganized to send genuine works. of art abroad, has
been discovered in Florence and the police believe
they have destroyed the traffic and have captured
the operators. What a pity it is that J. Pierpont
Morgan did not stumble upon the outfit before he
purchased his bogus treasures. Fate is frequently
unkind to the artistic.

Special information .supplied dally to

business houses and public men by the

Press Clipping Bureau (Aliens). 230 Cali-
fornia street. Telephone Mala 104-

Townsend's California glace fruits and

randies 50c a pound, in artistic fire-

efched boxes. A nice present for Eastern
friends. 715 Market St.. above Call bid*.

•

A reviewer in describing the changes by which the
tonnage of competing yachts has diminished while
the sail area has been enormously increased, says:
"These staggering changes have become possible by
the adoption of the fin keel. The displacement of the
Columbia, for instance, is 145 tons, and ninety tons
of this weight is in the lead bulb carried twenty feet
under her water line. Ninety tons is practically the
weight of the average locomotive and its tender.
Imagine a boat but ninety feet long and twenty-four
feet beam carrying a 90-ton locomotive suspended
twenty feet below her underbody and the enormous
stability of the racing machine is explained. But a
boat of 145 tons, whereof ninety tons are in her keel,
has not much capacity left over for carrying her
crew and their creature comforts; she is a yacht by
courtesy only, and not a vessel that can cruise or
make a voyage."

'
The limit of the racing machine has not yet been

reached and if the competition in that direction go
further we shall doubtless see something still more
wonderful in the way of a racing craft fitted for light
winds, but useless for anything else. Still it now
seems evident that a majority of yachtsmen, at any
rate, have no desire to see further successes in that
line. The demand for a genuine yacht race for the
cup is becoming formidable and may be strong
enough to bring about some change in the terms
when the next challenger comes forward.

SIR
THOMAS LIPTON declared before the

late series of races began that if he won the

America's cup he would fix the terms of compe-

tition in such a manner that the contests would be
made by genuine yachts and not by racing machines.
In developing his views he said: "Racisg machines

are dangerous and useless. IfShamrock IIIloses
Ishall have to throw her upon a scrap heap. Ifshe
wins never willher type of boat race again for the
America's cup unless the cup again should leave its
native shores for the United States."

The implication in that statement that Americans
are rrio're devoted to racing machines than to genu-
ine yachts is hardly fair. Since first the public be-
gan to get warmed up to an interest in the rivalry

between Shamrock IIIand the Reliance the press

of the East, which certainly fairly reflects the senti-
ment of the 'people, has been well nigh unanimous
in deprecating the racing. machine and calling for a
revival of racing between genuinely good yachts.
Long before Lipton made any public utterance on
the subject some of the leading papers of New
York, Boston and Philadelphia had earnestly urged
the adoption of a new set of regulations governing

future contests so that hereafter the emulation and
rivalry for the cup would tend to improve yachts

instead of wasting energy in the construction of a
machine fit for nothing but racing in light winds,
i] The only dissenting voice that has been heard is
that of a contemporary that argues in defense of the
racing machine that it serves the same purpose as
a light sulky made for trotting races. "The man
who drives Lou Dillon to a two-minute mile," says
this authority, "does not feel that the sport of trot-
ting demands that he should drive her to a vehicle
that can be used as an express wagon between heats."

The argument is ingenious, but there is no analogy
between the two things. The trotting race is main-
tained not to improve sulkies, but to improve horses.
If there were devised^ style of racing that did not
improve the breed of horses and thus increase the
efficiency of that animal both for work and for pleas-
ure, it is safe to say the public would not long,sanc-
tion it. The object of yacht racing should b'e the
improvement of yachts, and since the construction of
the machine type does not act as an incentive to any
genuine yacht improvement, the present outburst of
condemnation of that kind of racing is quite jus-
tifiable.

'

YACHTS OR RACING MACHINES
S\N DIEGO. Sept. 4.-Glfford Pinchot.

chief of the United States Bureau of For-
estry has returned to Los Angeles after
making an inspection of the work being

done in the big park here. He will en-

deavor to have two field assistants come

here to survey the park with the inten-
tion of having trees planted therein by

the Government.

Inspects Big Park at San Diego.

BAKERSFIELD, Sept. 4.—The County
Board of Education late this afternoon
rejected the claim of Leroy Bliss Peck-
ham, former principal of the High School,
for $750 salary and some small extras.
Peckham was dismissed last January as
the result of trouble in the school just
before the Christmas holidays. Ha
claims a contract for the entire year.

NEVADA CITY, Sept. 4.-Large hold-
ings of the Omega MiningCompany, sit-
uated at Omega, some twenty miles above
this city, have passed into the hands of a
wealthy Chicago company, represented by
Joseph Underwood, who is promoting the
deal. The Omega property is owned
principally by N. C. Tully, who has been
at the head of the company for many
years. It consists of some 300 acres of
choice gravel ground, ditches, flumes and
water rights. The consideration has not
been made public, but it will total up Into
the thousands. It is the purpose of the
new company to thoroughly equip the
Omega mine for drifting and it will be
worked on a large scale. Years past the
mine was worked by the hydraulic pro-
cess and yielded handsomely.

» » ¦

Rejects Claim of Principal Peckham.

Chicago Company Buys Omega Mine.An Oakland trial has resurrected that most con-
temptible, despicable tool of society, the private de-
tective with listening ear glued to a keyhole. Every-
body but the creature himself saw, as he told his
nasty story in court, that he was the unclean scaven-

ger against whom rise in decent minds indignation
and repulsion.

SPOKANE. Wash.. Sept. 4.-Georg"

Herrlck was killed and Emile Larson.
Otto Buhler and Carl Wtlliams of Spo-

kane were seriously Injured to-day by the
collapse of a scaffold on one of the biff
wheat bins belnp constructed for the
Centennial Mill Company of this city.

The men were working fifty feet from
the ground when the accident occurred.
Herrick's legs and arms and neck were
broken.

Killed by Collapse of a Scaffold.

The production of the play was under
the joint direction of Mrs. A. S. Bacon,

Miss Esther Macomber and Mrs. C. H.

Geldert.

The Sioux tribe, had charge of. the en-
tertainment this evening*. An entertain-
ing production of "Hiawatha" was pre-

sented. Mrs. W. I* Woodrow and Mrs.
Mitchell Phillip^ managed the affair. The

costumes worn were genuine Indian cere-
monial robes and were loaned the ladles
by Mr.Kfilsey, ah ex-Indian agent. Harry

Nichols took the part of the arrowmaker;

Dr. Albert Smith, Hiawatha; Miss Belle
Longdon,.MInnehaha; Mrs. H. D. Math-
ews, Nlkomas: Miss Ruby Brooks, Seer;

Miss Jessie Wiley,Samine; Mrs. Dr. Tru-
man, ghost.

SAN JOSE, Sept. 4.—The Indian pow-

wow of the Women's Club is proving a
big success. The 200 aborigines from the

ranks of society have captured the city

and a dearth of small change is threat-

ened in the business houses. Nothing is
lacking In the Indian village to catch the

coin and when the powwow Is over the
ladies will..have a good sized fund with

which to start work on their proposed
clubhouse. The committee in charge is
thinking of continuing the powwow over
Admission dayy \

A band of genuine Piute Indians arrived
to-day and attached ftself to the village.

The Indians come direct from the Sierra
Nevadas.

Aborigines From the Banks of San
Jose Society Have Cap-

tured the City.

GABDEN CITY POWWOW
IS PROVING A SUCCESS

Water Company Acquires More Land.
NEVADA. Sept. 4.-The Pioneer pulp

PomDany and Towle & Bros. Company

ha" sold to the South Yuba Water Com-
pany all their lakes, water right, an,

canals In Placer County. The addition Of

Sis property to the South Yuba Com-

pany's holdings gives it an ncreas^suDDly of water for use on its electric
p?ant3 in Placer County. It ta stated thai
Sfonal works will soon be <»»"«£>
to increase the capacity of these plant*

The South Yuba Water Company Is OW

of the largest water companies In tne

State.

The cows in the neighborhood of the
Latour Butte Mill,in the Whltmore
country, have now developed a taste for
blasting powder that is causing, alarm
to their owners. Large quantities of a
powder that is used for blasting out
stumps has been stored around . under
sawdust in the vicinity of the mill. The
neighborhood cows have discovered the
explosive and are now having a feast
on the stuff. They gather in >arge num-
bers and lick the powder up with ap-
parently "more relish than they would
a mash of wet bran.

REDDIXG, Sept. 4.
—

Shasta County
cows seem partial to explosives as an
article of diet, and they are not particu-
lar as to the kind of ammunition they
eat. Common gunpowder is relished just
as much as dynamite sticks. Last year
one of Bob Radcliff's cows at Baird
topped off an 'evening meal by swallow-
ing a couple of sticks of giant powder.
The cow strolled around calmly and se-
renely for a couple of days thereafter,
causing the people in her neighborhood
a great amount of anxiety. In fact the
residents near Baird fled whenever the
cow put In an appearance. A few days
later there was a terrific explosion in
Radcliff's pasture and pieces of dead
cow, were found scattered in every di-
rection.

/ REDDING. Sept. 4.—A terrific fire is
racing through the forests at Whltmore
and Is' leaving a broad stretch of many

acres in its wake a charred and ruined
waste. The origin of tne flre is not
known, but it is supposed to have been
started from one of the many camp fires
that are used at night in the ymber.
Wednesday afternoon the flre swept into
the timber near the Twin V'aliey School-
house and the large force of men em-
ployed on the construction of the power
plant and those in the hop fields were
called out to battle with the flames. All
the books and furniture were moved from
the building and taken to a place of
safety. The fire has destroved many

thousands of dollars* worth.of timber and
unless its onward sweep is checked by

the wind changing or successful back-
firing the loss will be very great.

PETALUMA. Sept. 4.-F. W. Johnstone.
proprietor of the Diamond D creamery of

this city, recently left his business with-

out any word of explanation. A Inter
was received here today from hi3 W|fe in
Onslow Iowa, asking his wherpabouta.
The writer states that she sent her hus-
band a message tellinp him of the illness
of their little daughter and received qq
reply. Though his affairs here v^re left
in a tangled state he conducted himself
well and his friends fear that ho Is ill or

injured. His creamary plant has been at-

tached by Baker & Hamilton, the D«

LaVal Company and other creditors.

So, an analysis of the platform nullifies the motto
of the party at every turn and our labor union friends
show how human they are by proposing that they
shall have a monopoly of rights and that the privi-
leges claimed for themselves, but denied to allothers,
shall not be called "special."

pelled to pay for a convenience they cannot use, by
making the bonds a debt of the whole city instead
of the plant it creates. ,

Passing to another question, the platform demands
municipal ownership and administration of all pub-
lic utilities and means of communication and espe-
cially of a complete telephone system. The acqui-

sition of the Geary street railroad is especially de-
manded without regard to the equal rights of the
taxpayers remote from the line who willbe com-

MAYOR SCHMITZ has been renominated
unanimously and enthusiastically by his party,

and is before the people again for re-election
to the office to which he was elected by a plurality in-

November two years ago.
The exclusive class of labor called union labor

is now fairly embarked in politics and locally has
crystallized into a political party, to be discussed, ex-
amined, attacked, perhaps misrepresented and surely

criticized the same as any other political party. We
take occasion to commend the leaders of this new

party for its organization. Itbrings all the purposes

and practices of union labor into a position for ex-
amination and comparison, and sends them to judg-
ment on their merits.

The Mayor's platform is lengthy and is specific'in

parts and general in parts, as suits the purpose of
those who drew it and after the fashion of political
declarations. It declares the motto of the party to
be *'Equal rights for all and special privileges to

none." Does this party mean this? Itis a principle

of our equal laws that the property which a man

has in his own labor, as it is the original founda-
tion of all other property, is the most sacred and

inviolable. The property of a laboring man lies in

the strength and dexterity of his own hands. To
hinder him from employing this strength and dex-
terity in what lawful manner he thinks proper is a

plain violation of this most sacred property, being

an encroachment upon the liberty of both the iwork-
man and of those disposed to employ him. It hin-
ders the one from working at what he thinks proper
and the others from employing whom they think
proper. It is among the first principles and foun-
dation of the common law that civilliberty, the great
end of all human society and government,, is that
state in which each individualhas the power to pursue

his own happiness according to his own views of his
interests and the dictates of his conscience, unre-
strained except by equal, just and impartial laws.

Does the Mayor's platform conform to tliese prin-
ciples? Does his party concede to non-union labor
the rights claimed by its members for themselves?
Does it apply its declaration of equal rights to the
state of the non-union laborer who claims the right

of private contract and the right to work and sup-

port his family without the license or permission of
any labor union? If the Mayor's party so interpret
its motto then ft is well chosen. Ifnot it is as sound-
ing brass and tinkling cymbal. The platform^is its
own interpretation in that respect, for it demands
that the taxpayers of the city be restricted in the
purchase of public supplies for which they pay to
goods bearing the union label. This is a direct de-
nial of equal rights to the non-union laborer, who,
though a taxpayer himself, is denied the right to sell

the work of his hands to the city. The public sup-
plies then arc declared to belong to union labor only

as a special privilege, and equal rights in furnishing

them are denied to non-union labor.
This is a fundamental question. It involves the

right of contract, which the courts hold to be a
property right and therefore inviolable. Cardinal
Gibbons says^ that the right of a non-union laborer

to make his own contract and perform it by bis labor
is the essence of liberty and should be defended by

the whole power of society. That is a genuine
declaration of equal rights. Does the Mayor sub-
scribe to it, and will his party indorse it? When
the labor union claim of the power to license Ameri-
can labor and to enforce its license by denying

to the non-union laborer the common rights of man
was merely the policy of confederated organizations
which had the physical power to enforce it and used
that power, the matter was dealt with as each case
of denial of private rights arose. When the same
purpose is made into a political platform it is sub-
ject to discussion the same as any other political
proposition by any party.

One of the strange and almost weird statements
of the platform is this, in compliment to the Mayor:
"During his term of office all differences between
labor and capital, employer and employe, have been
adjusted satisfactorily to both sides and without vio-
lence and bloodshed.".

Does this mean that if the labor union party is
kept in power it willgive bonds that non-union
labor, though denied the right to work at all, shall
be permitted to wish to work without being mur-
dered or maimed? Does it mean that the myriad

felonies against property that are being committed
by the striking linemen on the property of the tele-
phone company are not considered to be the use of
violence? Does it mean that, having control of all

the means of enforcing the law which protects the
equal rights of man, the labor union party will"sat-
isfy" non-union labor and employers and contractors
that wisdom lies in conceding all demands made upon
them?

SHASTA COUNTY
COWS FEEDING
ON GUNPOWDER

FIERCE jFIRES
SWEEP FORESTS

AT WHITMORE

tion that gleamed in the Hawkeye. He has spent

most of his time in Ohio swinging the truncheon
and getting the forces into line behind Tom John-
son's automobile and will take command in person.
The Ohio convention nominated a candidate for the
United States Senate against Mr. Hanna. The nom-
inee is named Clark and his name was quite a stran-
ger in the trump of Fame. It was suspected, too,

that Mr..Clark had taken advantage of his obscurity
to think illof some of the Bryan-Johnson issues in
politics. But he was nominated by a trade that
seems to have been necessary to defeat Zimmerman's
choice for Governor.

After it was done and the smoke of conflict cleared
its "place was taken by a cloud of suspicion of Clark's
orthodoxy. Who could pass upon that but Bryan?
He' was sent for. to look over Clark's past^ life and
conduct and walk and conversation, and now it is
gravely announced from Columbus that "Mr. Bryan

consents to Mr. Clark being a candidate for the
Senate," and peace settles upon the party in Ohio
as thickly as breakfast food mush on the morning
plate. Of course, if Mr. Bryan of Nebraska had

found against Clark the people of- Ohio would have
been denied the privilege of supporting him for
United States Senator. Clark, therefore, becomes the
representative of Mr. Bryan and the privilege of the
people is abridged and limited by the willof a man
who is not a citizen of their State! It is solemn,
it is spectacular, but it is funny.

DISAPPEARANCE
OF A PETALUMA

CREAMERY MAN¦ SATURDAY SEPTEMBER S, W3

JOHN D. SPRECKELS, Proprietor.
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I Next Sunday Call's Art Supplement.

P Here is the majesty of power, the very sublimity of personal grandeur.
[a the physical dominance, the keen, eternal watchfulness, the calm superiority of
a the jungle. In the original this picture is such a masterpiece of color that it
H is a shame, a positive impertinence, to attempt to reproduce it by any other .*
a process but the original. As an art creation it is world famous, notHnerely
il because the animals are drawn with such wonderful fidelity to life, but be-
« cause of that other and far more difficult art

—
the art of reproducing the

I tawny hue of the "King of Beasts" in all its rich splendor.

I Go to any 200 where a lion 13 to be seen and study him for yourself. Try
1 then tcfimagine yourself making a picture of him without losing any of that
[| latent force that creeps in every muscle beneath that smooth, glossy hide, and
l| you willunderstand what not only the artist who painted this picture has
H done, but what the lithographer who reproduced this especially for the Sunday
p| Call's picture supplements has done ever so much better, and that is to show
H "Leo and Leonora" in all those rare, yellow, pale brown and tan tints which
H nature has so cunningly blended into the most perfect skin worn by any beast
w " of the forest.
IS But it is not alone in the coloring that this picture is so attractive. It is
Pi indeed more for the sentiment that pervades it that the painting has becomegj so famous. There is a message for lovers. While his mate sleeps, he keeps
m guard that her slumbers may be undisturbed. And "Leonora," secure in the }
H strength, the eternal mastery of "Leo's" protection, slumbers in the peace of
H perfect security. Just look at those eyes. Therein is the light of menace -
M .• •

/ ¦ against which who would dare -intrude? |
p|

•
But as has been said before, this reproduction in half-tone gives abso-

H lutely.jio idea what the colored copies are like. Suitably framed, and thisM picture cannot be outdone. Watch for it. You get itfree with the next Sun-| day Call. "T
1 _FREE WTTH NEXT SUNDAY CALL~

I Frames for "Leo and Leonora" Supplement, I

I
"Leo and Leonora," framed closely with four-inch H

Dutch Oak Shadow Box. Glass to go over lining (size * >J
11x16 inches), will make a handsome picture. ¦

& |]
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